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I. IrrrrRooucrroN

As we move into 21st century, ultra-deep submicron
(UDSM) CMOS technology with feature size of 0.1prm or
less will become in common use. Although at these dimen-
sions, the path delay due to interconnections takes over the
device gate delay, accurate modeling of the active devices
is still very important. This is particularly so in mixed
digital/analog designs and/or applications involving low
power supply voltage.

Basically there are three approaches of modeling CMOS
transistors that are commonly used in SPICE like circuit
simulator [1]. These are (1) regional approach wherein
different equations for different regions of device opera-
tion are pieced together by smoothing functions to avoid
discontinuities [2]-[5], (2) surface potential (d,) bused up-
proach which is inherently continuous but require itera-
tions to solve for S, at each bias point [6]-[7]. A third
approach that is based on a priori generating current and
charges as a function of operating voltages for different
W /L (width/length) is often used at full chip level simu-
lation to achieve fast execution time.

In this paper we will discuss advantages/disadvantages
of different modeling approaches and suggest a new mod-
eling approach that is more appropriate for UDSM MOS-
FETs.

II. Hynnn AppRolcn

The most commonly used regional based MOSFET
models have the following deficiencies; (1) Large number of
adjustable parameters, some of which may be correlated,
thus complicating the parameter extraction process. (2)
Error in the moderate inversion region, an important de-
vice operation region for analog design, is often very large.
(3) Discontinuities in the derivatives of current and charges
at the boundary between forward and reverse mode of op-
eration. (4) Scalability over full range of available geome-
tries (W/L) normally not possible without restoring to
parameter "binning". However, the advantage is that de-
vice physical effects can easily be incorporated through
empirical relations.

The above short comings of regional based models are
removed using surface potential based approach that de-
scribes the full operating range from weak to moderate to
strong inversion in a physical and continuous way without
restoring to parameter "binningt' and with fewer number
of easily extractable parameters. However, the main draw-
back of this approach is compute time due to iterations re-
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quired to calculat" 6r. Also short-channel effects are not
easy to implement.

A better approach of MOSFET modeling applicable to
UDSM technologies is the so called hybrid approach, which
combines regional and surface potential approaches to take
advantages of both approaches. In the hybrid approach
surface potential at the source end is calculated in the
usual way, while at the drain end one assumes 4sL = dso*
Vdr*, where Vdr, = f(Var,Varot) is the the drain voltage
Vas that moves to Vasat in a continuous way [1]-[3]. This
approach results in the drain current

Id, =
P,WC*, (W * oV - o.\oVa,r) Va,,

(1)
L-la*601,l"Varr/urot

where W - kT /g is thermal voltage, a describes the bulk
charge and Vr = QtlCo, is a function of surface potential

where 7 is a body factor, / is position independent lateral
gradient factor [6]

f = L - (e *lqN,,o) 024lay2 (3)

where l/r.rD is substrate doping concentration,

u = V exp [(d, - zdt - V,t) /V)

Last term in (2) describes voltage drop in polysilicon de-
pletion layer [3].

Equation (1) incorporates all the essential device physics
of scaled devices such as short and narrow width effects,
reverse short-channel effect (RSCE), bias dependent S/D
series resistance (Rr), velocity saturatiorr trsat, channel
Iength modulation (CLM) etc. Note that eq. (1) is simi-
lar to regional based models but the concept of threshold
voltage and charge sharing is not invoked. The effect of ,r?,

is included through effective mobility term pr. The CLM
effect is described through la, while drain induced barrier
lowering (DIBI) and short channel effect are introduced
through function /. The RSCE is described through flat-
band voltage [1].

It is found that (1) could be used to simulate I-V char-
acteristics down to 0.I pm fairly accurately, although at
the expense of some non-physical parameters such as gate
oxide thickness tor. Figure 1 shows measured (symbols)
and simulated (lines) I-V characteristics of 0.1 pm device
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fabricated using X-ray lithography [8]. The average error
between measured and simulation is less than 4To. To fit
this data tor=534 is used, while physical lo, is 45A as
measured using procedure discussed in [9]. One set of pa-
rameters (total of 27) fits all device sizes from 0.1pm to 1

pm for which data was available.

Fis. 1: .,, * drawn .n*':1*lrti., of an ,,tvroJr *irr,
L=0.1 pm. Full lines Eq. (1), symbols, mea"sured data.

III. QuaNrrzATroN Errpcr

As devices are being scaled towards 0.lpm dimensions,
gate oxide thickness is decreasing (20-30 A; *trit" chan-
nel doping is increasing (6-8x1017 cm-3) to achieve the
desired device turn-off and drive current. This leads to
quantization of the accumulation/inversion layer resulting
in the charge centroid of the layer to move a\pay from the
Si-SiO2 interface by 20-30 A 1S1-1tO]. Thus finite rhickness
of the inversion/accumulation layers can no longer be ne-
glected, and must be taken into account while calculating
Co, required in (1). This explains why one need to use
tos=53 A, rather than 45 A in fitting data of Figure 1.

Co, calculated which is order of the tor. This quantization
effect could be included in (1) through change in {,, such
that

4,=dro+ Ld,q^

impact of polydepletion effect.

Gdryoltqo, J/0.1V)

Fig. 2: Comparison of rneasured (circles) pMOST Cea
with (solid line) and without (dashed lines) polydepletion
model (Lvtnavl.

At 0.1prm dimensions effect of self heating and velocity
overshoot migh! also be needed, but even without those
two effects model discussed above work very well.

IV. P,q.RaI\dotER ExTRAcTIoN

Parameter extraction is an important part of the model
development [1]. The parameter extraction depends not
only on the nrimber of parameters but also on the model
characteristics. Fewer the number of parameters easier it
is to extract their values. It is advisable that parameters
should be first extracted from regions of operation where
they have more influence, while keeping physical meaning
of the parameter, and then globally fitting the data to full
curve.

V. Coucr,usloNs

Different MOS transistors modeling approaches are re-
viewed and a hybrid approach, that includes quantization
of inversion layer, is proposed.
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where Lflrq^ is the change in surface potential due to
quantization effect and is proportional to increase in en-
ergy gap of silicon (68) at Si-SiO2 interface. Note that
Lflrq* in accumulation and inversion layers will be differ-
ent and need to be pieced together unless some continuous
function is developed. Using a simplified expression for
6Es lLL], we find that one gets a fit similar to shown in
Figure L, but with tor=454,.

Using this model capacitances become more accurate,
although one needs to use bias dependent overlap capac-
itance [3] while fitting capacitance data with the models
shown in Figure 2. In fact without (4) one can not achieve
accurate moderate inversion fit. This figure also shows

t*=? nm

l[/L=8ift]J p6

nlilOST 6 V5.=0V
Torr=45 I s Y5.=-1 Y Vot=rl
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